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FREE VEGAN INDIAN 
CUISINE INCLUDED ON ALL FESTIVAL DAYS




This year, as a special gift to our visitors and to truly bring the essence of India to the heart of Germany, we have decided to offer free vegan Indian food on all festival days for all visitors.
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STEP AWAY FROM YOUR DAILY ROUTINES, OPEN YOUR MIND AND HEART!
JOIN US TO CELEBRATE, HONOUR AND EXPERIENCE THIS JOURNEY CALLED LIFE.




The Just Love Festival promotes compassionate and sustainable living.
The celebration of life and the awakening of Divine Love is at the heart of our festival. It is a transformative journey of spiritual growth.


















THE POWER OF

COMMUNITY




Never has it been more important to come together, spread positivity and change doesn’t happen overnight but only by coming together again and again and focusing on the change within ourselves.




Watch The Video
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2024 ARTISTS LINEUP IS COMING SOON
WATCH THE VIDEOS FROM LAST YEAR!
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IT’S NOT JUST
ANOTHER FESTIVAL
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VEGAN &

VEGETARIAN




One of the many trademarks of JLF is the pure veg cuisine. If you thought that meat-free food is boring, your taste buds will be surprised.
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ALCOHOL-FREE




Simply put, Just Love Festival is a pure party. We do not serve alcohol nor any other intoxicating substance. We don’t need it. Neither will you.
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DRUG-FREE




We absolutely do not allow any kind of drugs at the festival. True Love comes from within and doesn’t need artificial enhancements.
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CHILDREN-FRIENDLY




JLF is not only children-friendly, but kids love it! We will have dedicated kid’s corner where your little ones can safely play as they wish.
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FROM THE JUST LOVE TRIBE











TALENTED ARTISTS

‘One of the signature elements of Just Love Festival is the musical program – main stage concerts, lots of smaller jams and even some spontaneous performances. I was able to witness super talented and creative people express their hearts’ voice and share their art. I was inspired, moved and carried away many times. Precious moments!’



Music/Artist







INSPIRING ARTS & CRAFTS

‘Just Love includes an arts/crafts fair- from handmade and organic things, to paintings and more. Each year different vendors come. I always get something as gifts for friends and family every time I go.’



Vendor Experience 







INCREDIBLE VEGAN FOOD

‘Just Love Festival is a purely vegan space, but don’t worry about boring snacks or starving all the time. Each year, people from different countries bring their signature vegan (or veganised :)) dishes with lots of flavors. A true rodeo of tastes, spices and colors. JL food court was definitely one of my favorite spots!’



Vegan Food







SIGNIFICANT CHANGE

‘JLF brings lots of spiritual people together, and it’s an ideal place to share your experience, teach others, or learn and improve yourself. A term “meditation” has lots of misconceptions to it but at Just Love I’ve managed to learn techniques on how to handle my daily situations. And, to be honest, had a significant change of heart about spirituality in general!’



Yoga teacher







I FELT AT HOME

‘If you like to party and nurture your heart and soul in one go, you should definitely try Just Love Festival! I don’t know how the organizers do that but you get to feel welcomed, at home even, and have lots of fun! You can simply chill and float in the nice ambience of the space or hang out with some incredible people or try new things. Super cool!’



Chilled Festival Vibes







MULTICULTURAL VIBES

‘JLF main stage brings some renowned spiritual music performers from across the world. From soothing meditative experiences to intense kirtan or ecstatic dance sessions, the program is vast and many times you will be challenged to decide where you want to be – listening to an amazing performer or go to a mediation session or chill in one of the lounges.’



Music/Stage Experience







A ONE-WORLD-STOP PILGRIMAGE

‘Just Love is really BIG – music, meditations, arts/crafts, food from across the world, serene and peaceful nature, super friendly and professional hosting team. But it’s not just a summer festival, you can feel it all has a deeper purpose, deeper meaning… I’ve felt my heart and soul were touched, and this inner joy stayed with me for weeks after!’



 Best Experience of the World
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CONNECT WITH NATURE 
LEAVE YOUR TROUBLES AT HOME




Nestled in the heart of Germany, the festival takes place at Shree Peetha Nilaya, the main ashram of Bhakti Marga.










JLF OVER THE YEARS
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THIS IS WHO WE ARE















justlovefestival

17-20 JULY 2024

Welcome to Little India in the heart of Germany

Early Bird Tickets Sales started!








[image: JUST LOVE FESTIVAL]









HOLI !!!! 🌈
Holi is not just a festival of co


 [image: HOLI !!!! 🌈   Holi is not just a festival of colors, but a vibrant celebration of unity, joy, and renewal. Where every splash of color signifies the triumph of good over evil and the beauty of togetherness.  #justlove #festival #colors #holi #music #colourful #sangha #beauty #community #fun #childfriendly]







Knowledge is the guiding light on the spiritual pa


 [image: Knowledge is the guiding light on the spiritual path, illuminating our understanding of life. Join us at the Just Love Festival for enlightening speeches on various life topics, delving deep into the wisdom of Hindu spirituality to enrich your journey.  Which spiritual topics interest you? 🌸  #knowledge #wisdom #spirituality #speech #divine #experiences #satsang #festival #deeptalk #justlove #bhagavadgita #spiritualbooks #bhagavatam]







🌟 CHECK IT OUT! 🌟
Listen to the great mant
 [image: 🌟 CHECK IT OUT! 🌟   Listen to the great mantra „Om Namo Narayanaya“ sung by the Polish based band Me & the Orchestra. Their modern and vibrant music style is one which gets the audience chanting freely. Enjoy their performance !!  Find it on our YouTube channel today!! @justlovefestival   #justlove #performance #orchestra #devotional #music #art #singers #festival #spirituality #narayana]







LET‘S MAKE MAGIC HAPPEN! 💫
This year, we ha
 [image: LET‘S MAKE MAGIC HAPPEN! 💫   This year, we have a  🌟 VERY SPECIAL OFFER 🌟   for the first 1,008 ticket buyers. Not only will they enjoy free food on all festival days, but they will also benefit from the lowest ticket prices in the history of the Just Love Festival.  🎉 🎟 For just €45, you can immerse yourself in four days of divine joy and celebration, complete with delicious Indian cuisine, available to all our guests for the entire duration of the festival.  🥳 Be part of this joyous celebration and reserve your spot now, for what may be the biggest Just Love Festival we've ever had.  And don't forget, on July 21, 2024, we will be celebrating Guru Purnima with Paramahamsa Vishwananda 💞  🎉 Book now at justlovefestival.org]







EXPERIENCE the ashram! 🛖
It is the place where


 [image: EXPERIENCE the ashram! 🛖  It is the place where the beauty of nature harmonizes with spiritual experiences. The Just Love Festival amplifies the beauty, enveloping you in joyous festivities and celebrations at every turn. Imagine vibrant surroundings, friendly gatherings, and a unique blend of Bhakti yoga and nature, creating an irresistible invitation to immerse yourself in the uplifting energy of the ashram during this special festival.  #justlove #ashram #nature #beauty #dancing #spirituality #vegan #festival #bhaktiyoga #animals]







Embark on a spiritual journey with Indian rituals 


 [image: Embark on a spiritual journey with Indian rituals at the heart of the Just Love Festival. Dive into the sacred practices of Abhishekam, a ritualistic bathing that symbolizes purification and devotion. Illuminate yourself with Aarti, a ceremony of light, invoking blessings and connecting with the divine.  Join us in embracing the richness of this ancient culture. 🪔🌺  #JustLoveFestival #IndianRituals #spirituality #festival #devotion #bhakti #arati #puja #giridhari]







✨ Let’s Make Magic Happen! ✨
This year, we 


 [image: ✨ Let’s Make Magic Happen! ✨  This year, we have a 🌟 very special offer 🌟 for the first 1,008 ticket buyers. Not only will they enjoy free food on all festival days, but they will also benefit from the lowest ticket prices in the history of the Just Love Festival.  🎟 For just €45, you can immerse yourself in four days of divine joy and celebration 🎉, complete with delicious Indian cuisine 🍛, available to all our guests for the entire duration of the festival.  Be part of this joyous celebration 🥳 and reserve your spot now, for what may be the biggest Just Love Festival 🌈 we’ve ever had.  And don’t forget, on July 21, 2024, we will be celebrating Guru Purnima with Paramahamsa Vishwananda 💘  Book now at justlovefestival.org 🎉]







DISCOVER OM CHANTING! 🕉️
at the Just Love Fes


 [image: DISCOVER OM CHANTING! 🕉️ at the Just Love Festival   Everyday you have the opportunity to experience the transformative power of OM chanting at the upcoming Just Love Festival. Experience inner peace, mental clarity, and emotional freedom while creating a positive environment with vibration of Om, that resonate beyond the circle. Join us for a harmonious journey of well-being. ✨  #JustLoveFestival #OMChanting #sprititualpractice #sadhana #yoga #justlova #yogafestival #germany #meditation #harmony]







Vishwaas, the young German band, seamlessly blends
 [image: Vishwaas, the young German band, seamlessly blends traditional Indian melodies with modern pop and rock, igniting a dance and chant celebration on the Just Love Festival stage. 🎶✨   #MusicalHarmony #JustLoveFestival #kirtan #bhajan #vitthala #festival #music #performance #germany]




 



Load More






 Follow on Instagram

















@JUSTLOVEFESTIVAL

Check out highlights from last year’s Just Love Festival and remember this year will be even better!




CHECK OUR INSTAGRAM
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MORE INFORMATION




Become a vendor
Seva (volunteer) at JLF







CONTACT AND FOLLOW



Send us a message

+49 (0) 6124 609 1125


	Follow
	Follow
	Follow
	Follow
	Follow





ADDRESS




Bhakti Event GmbH
Shree Peetha Nilaya Centre
Am Geisberg 1-8 · Springen
65321
Germany · Directions










© 2022 Just Love Festival. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy · Impressum · Terms and Conditions









 












We use cookies (also from third parties) to offer you the best possible online experience and to adapt content to your interests. By clicking on “Accept all” you consent to the storage and reading of information on your device. You also consent to the further processing of the collected and read personal data and their possible transfer outside the European Union, for example the USA. For detailed information about the use and management of cookies, please click on “Customize”. By clicking on “Forbid cookies” you reject the use of cookies that require consent.

| Privacy PolicyNecessaryFunctionalPerformanceAnalyticsAdvertisementOthersCookie settingsACCEPTACCEPT ALLREJECT




Manage cookies





Close






Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


 Necessary 



Always Enabled 




Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Necessary" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	CookieLawInfoConsent	1 year	Records the default button state of the corresponding category & the status of CCPA. It works only in coordination with the primary cookie.
	csrftoken	1 year	This cookie is associated with Django web development platform for python. Used to help protect the website against Cross-Site Request Forgery attacks
	JSESSIONID	session	The JSESSIONID cookie is used by New Relic to store a session identifier so that New Relic can monitor session counts for an application.
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
	wordpress_test_cookie	session	This cookie is used to check if the cookies are enabled on the users' browser.












Functional 


functional






Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	mgref	1 year	This cookie is set by Eventbrite to deliver content tailored to the end user's interests and improve content creation. It is also used for event-booking purposes.












Performance 


performance






Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_gat	1 minute	This cookie is installed by Google Universal Analytics to restrain request rate and thus limit the collection of data on high traffic sites.
	G	1 year	Cookie used to facilitate the translation into the preferred language of the visitor.












Analytics 


analytics






Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	2 years	The _ga cookie, installed by Google Analytics, calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_ga_6L78CTPMXP	2 years	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics.
	_gat_gtag_UA_51517952_8	1 minute	Set by Google to distinguish users.
	_gid	1 day	Installed by Google Analytics, _gid cookie stores information on how visitors use a website, while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the data that are collected include the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.
	_s	1 year	This cookie is associated with Shopify's analytics suite.
	CONSENT	2 years	YouTube sets this cookie via embedded youtube-videos and registers anonymous statistical data.












Advertisement 


advertisement






Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	5 months 27 days	A cookie set by YouTube to measure bandwidth that determines whether the user gets the new or old player interface.
	YSC	session	YSC cookie is set by Youtube and is used to track the views of embedded videos on Youtube pages.
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt.innertube::nextId	never	This cookie, set by YouTube, registers a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
	yt.innertube::requests	never	This cookie, set by YouTube, registers a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.












Others 


others






Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	breeze_folder_name	past	No description
	debug	never	No description available.
	wordpress_85198a2287cf25eb62b00c2e353e6bf5	past	No description
	wordpress_logged_in_85198a2287cf25eb62b00c2e353e6bf5	past	No description
	wordpress_sec_85198a2287cf25eb62b00c2e353e6bf5	past	No description
	wordpresspass_85198a2287cf25eb62b00c2e353e6bf5	past	No description
	wordpressuser_85198a2287cf25eb62b00c2e353e6bf5	past	No description
	wp-postpass_85198a2287cf25eb62b00c2e353e6bf5	past	No description
	wp-settings-0	past	No description
	wp-settings-time-0	past	No description
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